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This paper seeks to explore the aspect of evolution of the theme of representation of 

India in the Indian English novel. It examines how the novelists articulated the problems of 

India pertaining to socio-cultural and economic aspects of India. The Indian writing in 

English has got its momentum after the substantial publication in the genre of Indian writing 

in English. It has got tremendous visibility in canonical literature in the world. This paper is 

divided into three sections, the first section deals with the origin of the Indian literature and 

the pre-Independence Indian English novel. The focus is on the prominent novelists and 

their works in the paper. The second section examines the concerns of the Indian English 

novelists in the post-Independence period, and the third section traces the role of the 

criticism in shaping the thrust of the Indian English fiction. 

 

I 

The English education in India introduced by the colonial rulers paved the way for 

the emergence of Indian English literature. In the beginnings, the novel was imitative of the 

English novel both in themes and forms. In the subsequent period, nationalism became one 

of the chief concerns of the Indian English novelists, because of which the genre attracted 

attention all over the world. R.K. Dhawan writes: it “has attracted widespread interest, both 

in India and abroad” (Dhawan 5). A good number of Indian writers emerged in the early 

twentieth century. Ram Mohan Roy who heralded the notion of Indianness was probably 

aware of what was in store for the Indians in terms of literary awareness. Today “it has won 

for itself international acclaim and distinction” (Mongia 213). 
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Ever since the fictional writing has become the most powerful form of literary 

expression, it occupied a prominent position in Indian English literature. The novel has 

given a greater literary scope for the exploration of experiences and ideas in the context of 

our times. Critics and commentators commended greatly the Indian English novels. M. K. 

Naik writes: “One of the most notable gifts of English education to India is prose fiction for 

though India was probably a fountain head of storytelling, the novel as we know today was 

an importation form” (Naik 99).  

The Indian English literature was initially originated in Bengal state. Later it was 

found in Madras, Bombay and the other parts of India. The first Indian novel was Bankim 

Chandra Chatterjee’s Raj Mohan’s Wife (1864) which paved the way for Anand Math 

(1884), India’s first political novel. This novel offered Indians, the National Anthem,”Vande 

Mataram.” Besides, this novel was found to be different when compared to the novels of 

Durga Nandini and Kapal Kandla. Later Manoj Basu’s Jaljangal has emerged as a 

prominent translator who has translated Forest Goddess by Barindra Nath Bose.  

The novels published from the eighteen sixties towards the end of the nineteenth 

century were written by Bengal and Madras writers. These novels are concerned with the 

socio-historical and political issues. The first generation of Indian writers started imitating 

the British writers such as Daniel Defoe, Henry Fielding and Walter Scott to achieve the 

ease and felicity in English language. 

Novels published during 1864 and 1900 include Ram Krishna Punt’s The Bay of 

Bengal (1866), Anand Prasad Dutt’s The Indolence (1878), Shoshee Chunder Dutt’s The 

Young Zamindar (1883), Trailokya Das’s Hirimba’s Wedding (1884), Krupabai 

Satthianandan’s Kamala: A Story of Hindu Child Wife (1894) and Saguna: A Story of Native 

Christian Life (1895), Michael Madhusudan Dutt’s Bijoy Chand: An Indian Tale (1888) and 
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Lt. Suresh Biswas: His Life and Adventures (1900) and Yogendra Nath Chattopadhyaya’s 

The Girl and Her Tutor (1891).  

The twentieth century Indian literature became visible with a substantial contribution 

to the Indian Writing in English. Ramesh Chandra Dutt translated two of his own Bengali 

novels into English: The Lake of Palms: A Study of Indian Domestic Life (1902) and The 

Slave Girl of Agra, an Indian Historical Romance (1909). It is the first realist novel with the 

objective of exploring social change and its theme was widow remarriages of the Mughal 

period. Sarath Kumar Ghosh, another Bengali novelist wrote Verdict of Gods (1905) and 

The Prince of Destiny: The New Krishna (1909). A. Madhaviah and T.Ramakrishna Pillai, 

belonging to Madras government, were the two important Bengali novelists. Madhaviah 

wrote Satyananda (1909), Thrillai Govindan (1916), Clarinda (1915), Nanda, the Pariah 

Who Overcame Caste (1923) and Lt. Panju-A Modern Indian (1924). T. Ramakrishna Pillai 

wrote Padmini (1903) and A Dive for Death (1911). 

Another prominent Indian English Novelist Jogendra Singh hails from Punjab 

Province. His contribution to the Indian Writing in English is substantial. His fictional work 

includes: NurJahan, The Romance of an Indian Queen (1909) and a historical novel: Nasrin, 

An Indian Medley (1911), which presents the realistic aspect of the downfall of the noble life 

in North India. The first three were published in London and the last one in Lahore. Later 

novels such as S. T. Ram’s The Cosmopolitan Hindusthani (1902), L. B. Pal’s A Glimpse of 

Zanana Life in Bengal (1904), S. B. Banerjee’s The Adventures of Mrs. Russell (1909), 

Balkrishna’s The Love of Kusuma: An Eastern Love Story (1910), B. K. Sarkar’s Man of 

Letters (1911), M. M. Munshi’s Beauty and Joy (1914) and T. K. Gopal Pannikar’s Storm 

and Sunshine (1916) are some other important novels.  

The Gandhian movement caught strong support from people across the country 

during nineteen forties. Consequently under the influence of Mahatma Gandhi’s non-
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violence movement, the negative political practices disappeared from the scene making new 

ideas and methods in the political field and every walk of Indian life. The inevitable impact 

of the Gandhian movement on the Indian English literature was a result of writing realistic 

novels during the nineteen thirties.  

The novelists turned their attention from the past to concentrate on the contemporary 

issues. Their novels focussed critically on the contemporary social and political problems. 

The nation-wide movement of Gandhi impelled Indian English novelists providing them 

with some of the interesting themes such as the struggle for freedom, the East-West 

encounter, the communal problem, the miserable condition of the untouchables, the landless 

poor, the downtrodden, the economically exploited and the oppressed. 

However, the Gandhian movement with its intense effect on the contemporary events 

brought a significant difference on the social and political scene of India that can be noticed 

in K. S. Venkatramani’s Murugan, The Tiller (1927) and Kandan, The Patriot: A Novel of 

New India in the Making (1932). The former reflects Gandhian economics while the latter 

reflects his politics. Then came A. S. P. Ayyer, whose novels like Baladitya (1930) and 

Three Men of Destiny (1939) are replete with the Gandhian spirit.  

II 

This section examines the emergence of the literary troika of the Indian English 

novel and their outstanding contribution to the novel. The arrival of Mulk Raj Anand, R.K. 

Narayan and Raja Rao on the scene of Indian Writing in English is considered to be the most 

significant. These novelists embarked upon their writing around the mid 1930s.  

The writings of these novelists drifted into the Indian English novel in the right 

direction. Their writings created an entirely new world, and the Indian novel owes much to 

their efforts for gaining solid ground and achieving an identity of its own. They were 

instrumental in making the Indian novel popular. They shaped the concept of character, and 
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the nature of the themes which were to give the Indian novel its particular distinctiveness. 

They “laid the foundation for the genuine Indian English novel, each imparting to the Indian 

experience a dimension of individuality based on their particular approach to the content and 

form” (Rao 144).  

Mulk Raj Anand (1905-2004) has been the most prolific writer. His contribution to 

Indian English fiction of social realism is undoubtedly great. His Untouchable (1935) 

presents the story of the low caste boy, Bakha. It is basically a tragic drama of the individual 

caught in the midst of the age-old caste system. In Coolie (1936) he portrays a poverty-

stricken protagonist, Munoo. Both the novels are about the downtrodden, the poor and the 

outcast, who face economic hardship and humiliation in a rigid social structure (Sing 127). 

His Two Leaves and a Bud (1937) depicts the story of a middle-aged peasant, Ganger, from 

a village in Punjab.  

The other novels of Anand include The Village (1939), Across the Black Waters 

(1941), The Sword and the Sickle (1942), The Big Heart (1945), Seven Summers (1951), 

The Private Life of Indian Prince (1953), The Old Woman and the Cow (1960), The Road 

(1963), The Death of the Herd (1964), Mourning Face(1970), Confession of a Lover (1976), 

The Bubble (1984), Little Plays of Mahatma Gandhi (1998) and Nine Moods of Bharata, 

Novel of a Pilgrimage (1998).  

Anand’s novels deal with the pitiable condition of the Indian rural society in general 

and poverty, class, caste system and popular evils of the society in particular. He is one who 

“believes that literature must serve society, solve their problems and guide them” (Behera 

11). He is compared to Charles Dickens regarding the treatment of social themes.  

R.K. Narayan (1906-2001) is another greatest Indian novelists in English 

representing the South Indian Hindu middle class family. He is the lone writer to project the 

contemporary socio-political issues and reflect the South Indian middle class life in his 
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fiction. He was responsible in creating the fictional imaginary world, ‘Malgudi.’ The novels 

published by Narayan during the pre-Independence period include Swami and Friends 

(1935), The Bachelor of Arts (1937), The Dark Room (1938) and The English Teacher 

(1946).  

The art of fictional writing became mature in his novels that appeared after the 

Independence: The Financial Expert (1952), The Guide (1958) and Man Eater of Malgudi 

(1962). His other novels include Waiting for Mahatma (1955), The Vendor of Sweets (1967) 

and The Painter of Signs (1976).  

Narayan has four novels to his credit both in the eighties and nineties: A Tiger for 

Malgudi (1983), Talkative Man (1983), The World of Nagaraj (1990) and Grandmother’s 

Tale (1992). Narayan’s imaginary fictional world is comparable to Thomas Hardy’s 

‘Wessex.’ The people of Malgudi have their local identity by establishing a kinship with all 

humanity. In his novels, one finds college boys, teachers, and taxi drivers of Malgudi. 

Narayan succeeds in forging a universal vision through his provincial themes. He “peoples 

in his novels with caricatures rather than characters” (Melwani 31). 

Raja Rao (1908-2006), the last of the troika, occupies a pivotal role in Indian writing 

in English. In this context Azam opines: “Advent on the literary scene has been described as 

the appearance of a new shinning bright” (Azam 34). His works include Kanthapura (1938), 

The Serpent and the Rope (1960), The Cat and Shakespeare (1965), Comrade Kirillov 

(1976) and The Chessmaster and His Moves (1988). Kanthapura is probably the first finest 

representation of the Gandhian movement in Indian English fiction. It is about the story of a 

village examining the Gandhian ideology of non-violence and abolition of untouchability.  

The Serpent and the Rope, which won the Sahitya Academy Award in 1963, is 

considered a landmark in Indian English fiction. Its technique presents a successful 

orchestration of the Indian and Western methods. The Cat and the Shakespeare, a 
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metaphysical comedy, is an example of philosophical fiction. The Chess master and His 

Moves is characterized by an array of meaningful symbols. Raja Rao’s place in the realm of 

Indian English fiction is safe as a stylist, symbolist, myth-maker, the finest painter of the 

East-West encounter and a philosophical novelist.  

The literary troika contributed to the Indian writing in English substantially. Their 

fictional writings have dealt with the socio-economic and political conditions of India. In 

addition to these writers, the Muslim novelists depicted in their works the life in Muslim 

households. They include: Ahmed Ali’s Twilight in Delhi (1940) and Ocean of Night (1964), 

Iqbalunnisa Hussain’s Purdah and Polygamy: Life in an Indian Muslim Household (1944), 

Humayun Kabir’s Men and River (1945), a novel based on a folk tale, Amir Ali’s Conflict 

(1947), Via Geneva (1967) and Assignment in Kashmir (1973), K. A. Abbas’s Tomorrow is 

Ours: A Novel of the India of Today (1943) and Inquilab: A Novel of the Indian Revolution 

(1955).  

Among others who deserve mention are: Dhan Gopal Mukherji’s four novels: Kari, 

The Elephant (1922), Hari, the Jungle Lad (1924), The Chief of the Herd (1929), and 

Ghond, the Hunter (1929). C. S. Rau’s The Confessions of a Bogus Patriot (1923), Ram 

Narain’s Tigress of the Herem (1930), Chintamani’ s Vedantam or the Clash of Traditions 

(1938), Shankar Ram’s Love of Dust (1938), D. F. Karaka’s Just Flesh (1941), There Lay 

the City (1942) and We Never Die (1944), C. N. Zutshi’s Motherland (1944), 

Purushottamdas Tricumdas’s Living Mask (1947). 

In the post-Independence era, India had to overcome many challenges as it faced the 

problems related to social, political, economic and cultural spheres. In due course of time, 

India acquired an identity of its own through Indian writing English. It generated in the 

writer self-confidence, broad thinking and sharpened his self-examining ability. As a result 
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of these developments, the literary avenues were registered, particularly in fiction, poetry 

and criticism. Fiction is already well established and raised both in variety and stature.  

The convention of social realism in Indian English fiction used by Mulk Raj Anand 

flourished during the nineteen fifties and early sixties through Bhabani Bhattacharya, 

Manohar Malgonkar and Khushwant Singh. Sudhin Ghosh, G.V. Desani and 

Anantanarayanan enlivened the trend of the experimental novel, oriented by Raja Rao in his 

Kanthapura. In addition, the fictional works of B. Rajan present the combined effect of 

realism and fantasy.  

Bhabani Bhattacharya’s fiction explores social purpose, as he believes that the 

“novel must have a social purpose” (Khatri 60). He sporadically succeeded in achieving the 

succinct interpretation of life. In his first novel So Many Hungers (1947), Bhattacharya 

explores the theme of exploitation on the political, economic and social front during the Quit 

India movement and the Bengal Famine of the early 1940s. He continued the tradition of 

social realism stressing, like Anand, the necessity of social purpose in fiction. In Music for 

Mohini (1952) Bhattacharya shows the age-old vision of life with the new semi-western 

attitude.  

In He Who Rides the Tiger (1952), Bhattacharya forms an idea of complicated criss-

cross of themes such as appearance and reality, the rich and the poor and religious 

hypocrisy. His Goddess Named Gold (1960) is the finest example of allegorical writing. In 

Shadow from Ladakh (1966), he applied symbolism against the background of the Chinese 

invasion of 1962. In A Dream in Hawaii (1978), he presents the theme of the East-West 

encounter. Bhattacharya’s significant contribution to Indian English fiction is substantial. He 

is “the only Indian English writer whose work has been translated into over two dozen 

foreign languages” (Melwani 31).  
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Manohar Malgonkar, one of the famous Indian English novelists of the modern era, 

started his writing career after the Independence with the publication of Distant Drum 

(1960). He is an artist of the first order. He achieves feasibility in literary sensibility and 

critical maturity. He “subtly makes a landmark as a historical novelist” (Kumar 105). 

Although is a realist, Malgonkar believes that art has no other purpose to serve than pure 

entertainment. But his major work is obsessed with the role of history in the individual and 

social life.  

Distant Drum is a documentary of army life in its different aspects and a celebration 

of army code as developed by the Britishers. Combat of Shadows (1962) extracts its title and 

epigraph from the Bhagvad Gita. The Princess (1963) is considered the best political novel 

by Malgonkar. It reveals the greatness of the princely world. The setting of A Bend in the 

Ganges (1964) is about the Partition and the Ramayana is the source of its title and 

epigraph. The Devil’s Wind (1972) examines the great Revolt of 1857. 

His novels after 1980 include Bandicoot Run (1982), The Garland Keepers (1987) 

and Cactus Country (1992) with spy tales as central to the novel. Khushwant Singh appears 

on the scene as a realist with the publication of Train to Pakistan (1956). Singh depicts the 

impact of partition on a small village on the India-Pakistan border. His second novel I Shall 

Not Hear the Nightingale (1959) gives an ironic picture of a Sikh joint family symbolizing 

different Indian reactions to the freedom movement of the 1940s. His later novels include 

Delhi (1990) and The Company of Women (1999). 

Another novelist of the period is J. Menon Marath, whose realism is deeply rooted in 

his native land, Kerala. He wrote Wound of Spring (1960), The Sale of an Island (1968) and 

Janu (1988). Bhalachandra Rajan presents a blend of realism and fantasy, the two 

conspicuous strains in the Indian English fiction of the nineteen fifties and sixties. Unlike his 
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contemporaries, Rajan’s realism is less social than psychological which is clear from his 

first novel, The Dark Dancer (1959). 

His second novel Too Long in the West (1961) is a comic extravaganza. Another 

novelist, Sudhindra Nath Ghosh adopts the ancient native tradition of story-telling to express 

the Indian ethos in all of his four novels: And Gazelles Leaping (1949), Cradle of the Clouds 

(1951), The Vermilion Boat (1953) and The Fame of the Forest (1955). G.V. Desani’s All 

About H. Hatter (1948) is an experimental novel. In presenting the story of the hero’s search 

for a viable philosophy of living and his quest for understanding the meaning of life, Desani 

blends Indian and Western narrative forms. 

An important feature of this period was the emergence of Indian women novelists 

writing in English adding a new dimension to Indian English novel especially after the 

Independence. Important of them include Ruth Prawer Jhabvala, Kamala Markandaya, 

Nayantara Sahgal and Anita Desai. Kamala Markandaya is one of the most outstanding and 

significant Indian English novelists. Her novels are suffused with a rich variety of settings, 

characters and themes. Her first novel Nectar in a Sieve (1954) is about the troubles and 

tribulations of a peasant couple, Nathan and Rukmani of a South Indian Village. Her second 

novel, Some Inner Fury (1957) is a political novel exploring the burden of human 

relationships in the wake of Quit India Movement. A Silence of Desire (1961) depicts the 

conflict between the Indian spiritual faith and modernism born of India’s association with 

the West. Possession (1963) appears to be a continuation of A Silence of Desire which is 

based on the conflict between Indian spiritualism and Western materialism.  

Two of her later novels, A Handful of Rice (1966) and Two Virgins (1973) depict the 

modernism brought in by the Western influences, which inspire the protagonists to revolt 
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against their traditional environment, and seek their fulfillment by shaping their careers 

independently. 

In The Coffer Dams (1969) Markandeya juxtaposes the theme of the East-West 

encounter from a different angle by presenting the conflict between technological powers. 

She exposes a new dimension of the theme of East-West confrontation in The Nowhere Man 

(1972) revealing the predicament of Indian immigrants in England. For the first time, she 

tries her pen at historical fiction with the publication of The Golden Honeycomb (1977), a 

chronicle of three generations of the princely family of Devpur. Her next novel was 

Pleasure City (1982). Markandeya treats the theme of East West confrontation more 

comprehensively than any other Indian English novelists.  

Another woman novelist, Ruth Prawer Jhabvala takes up the concept of arranged 

marriages in India and presents an ironic survey of the East-West confrontation. Her early 

novels To Whom She Will (1955) and The Nature of Passion (1956) are exquisite comedies 

of urban middle-class life in nineteen fifties and sixties. Her other novels The Householder 

(1960), Get Ready for Battle (1962), A New Dominion (1973), Heat and Dust (1975), In 

Search of Love and Beauty (1983), The Continents (1987), Poet and Dancer (1993) and 

Shards of Memory (1995) examine keenly the strangeness of human behaviour presenting 

gentle irony and good humoured satire.  

Nayantara Sahgal, who excels in portraying the theme of political novel in India, 

writes simple prosaic tales about politicians and bureaucrats. In addition to the explicit 

political theme, Sahagal shows her preoccupation with the modern Indian woman’s search 

for sexual freedom and self-realization, and her novels include A Time to be Happy (1958), 

This Time of Morning (1968), Storm in Chandigarh (1969), The Day in Shadow (1971), A 
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Situation in New Delhi (1977), Rich Like Us (1985), Plans for Departure (1985) and 

Mistaken Identity (1988).  

After the 1960s, the Indian English fiction shifted its attention from the public life to 

the private life. The sophisticated war-weaponry used in Second World War has caused 

human destruction across the world. It has led to mental retardation, psychological disorders 

and loss of moral values.  

The Indian novelists did not remain aloof from the contemporary situations. Instead 

of dealing with the exploration and the interpretation of social problems, they deal with the 

subjects of human existence and quest for identity in all its manifestations. The novelists like 

Anita Desai and Arun Joshi who explored the predicament of modern man’s life “changed 

the face of Indian English novel” (Verma 1). 

Anita Desai is one of the contemporary Indian women novelists portraying the 

tragedy of human life “interested in the interior landscape of the mind than in political and 

social realities” (Iyer 176). Having a flair for writing, she projects the predicament of the 

modern man. Her themes are particularly concerned with the depiction of practical and 

social realities of life. Desai is very much influenced by the great philosophers of the west 

and the fast changing elements in the social structure of India. Lonliness being her main 

theme, Cry, the peacock 1963), Voices in the City (1965) and Bye- Bye Blackbird (1997) are 

representative of her concerns. 

Her famous novel Where Shall We Go this Summer won the Akademi Award in the 

year 1975. This novel explores Sita’s awareness of a basic confusion in the urban life, 

between compassion and the odour of death and destruction. “It depicts the inner outer 

world of its protagonist Sita and her fatigue for life” (Prasad 112). In Clear light of Day 

(1980), she presents an ironic parallel between the freedom of the country and Raja’s and 
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Bhima’s own personal freedom. Her Fire on the Mountain (1999) delineates the similar 

existential predicament of the individuals.  

Towards the end of the sixties and early seventies, Chaman Nahal and Arun Joshi 

occupy an important place. Arun Joshi discusses modern man’s psychological trauma, as 

noted by a critic: “it is with the novels of Arun Joshi and Anita Desai that a new era in the 

Indian English fiction began and also witnessed a change in the treatment of themes” (Bhatt 

and Alexandra 11). 

Joshi occupies a premier position among the major Indian English novelists of the 

twentieth century. He was exceptionally perceptive as a creative artist. His premature death 

in 1993 abruptly ended his promising literary career. His novels include The Foreigner 

(1968), The Strange Case of Billy Biswas (1971), The Apprentice (1974), The Last Labyrinth 

(1981), The City and the River (1990) and a collection of short stories, The Survivor (1975). 

There is also a work of biography entitled Lala Shri Ram: A Study in Entrepreneurship in 

Industrial Management (1975), which is more in the nature of domestic eulogy. He won the 

prestigious Sahitya Akademi Award for his fourth novel The Last Labyrinth in 1982. 

Chaman Nahal is a famous Indian novelist among the contemporary writers of Joshi. 

His most outstanding works before the eighties was Azadi (1975), one of the most prominent 

novels on the theme of Partition. His other novels include My True Faces (1973), Into 

another Dawn (1977) and The English Queens (1979), The Crown and The Lioncloth 

(1981), The Salt of Life (1990) and The Triumph of the Tricolour (1993).  

After 1980s, new writing emerged to sustain the Indian writing in English. The 

novelists such as Salman Rushdie, Vikram Seth, Upmanyu Chatterjee, Shashi Deshpande, 

Shashi Tharoor, Shobha De, Amitav Ghose, Amit Choudhary, Arundhati Roy, Kiran Desai 

and Aravind Adiga are the most prominent novelists. Shashi Deshpande is a distinguished 

novelist with sustained achievement. She has eight novels to her credit. Her themes include 
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exploring a solution for the identity crisis of the modern women in her works The Dark 

Holds No Terrors (1980), If I Die Today (1982), A Matter of Times (1996) and Small 

Remedies (2000). 

Amitav Ghosh, one of the most popular names in recent Indian English fiction, 

started with The Circle of Reason (1986) followed by In An Antique Land (1992), The 

Calcutta Chromosome (1996) and The Glass Palace (2000). Shashi Tharoor’s first novel 

The Great Indian Novel (1989) is one of the finest examples of postmodern fiction.  

Vikram Seth published a novel in verse, The Golden Gate, in 1986. In 1993 his much 

acclaimed novel A Suitable Boy, won him great fame. It was followed by An Equal Music 

(1999). Amit Choudhary published four novels, namely A Strange and Sublime Address 

(1991), Afternoon Raag (1993), Freedom Song (1998) and A New World (2000).  

Another writer of immense significance is Arundhati Roy, who won the Booker Prize 

for her maiden novel, The God of Small Things (1997). It is a tale of shock and horror with 

the theme of death and decay. Roy confides immorality in public life, which is rocked by 

party politics and selfish motives.  

Salman Rushdie’s Midnight’s Children (1981) signifies a new era in the history of 

Indian English Fiction. His other important novels include Shame (1983) and Satanic Verses 

(1988). Arundhati Roy’s The God of Small Things occupies a special significance in the 

lineage of the recent Indian English fiction. Kiran Desai emerged as a famous literary figure 

in Indian writing in English with her two novels: Hullabaloo in the Guava Orchard (1998) 

and The Inheritance of Loss (2006), which won the Booker Prize. She explores in the novel 

the Indian history in a significant way. Aravind Adiga’s The White Tiger (2007) is another 

novel that won the Man Booker prize for 2007. He projects the modern Indian socio-

economic situation in the globalized world. 
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The Indian English novel has undergone tough times in terms of publication in the 

beginning. There was a time when Mulk Raj Anand’s Untouchable was left untouched by 

British publishers before being recommended by E. M. Foster to Lawrence and Wishart to 

accept it. Same thing happened to R.K. Narayan’s Swami and Friends, which had to wait for 

Graham Greene’s recommendation. But presently, the Indian English novel is now readily 

accepted abroad. The Indian English novel has gained a unique recognition, vibrancy and 

vitality attracting a remarkable acclaim. 

An attempt to understand the historical fiction, which is the main thrust of the 

research, would help understand the novels selected for the study. History in general is 

understood in terms of the political history, which is based on the names of kings and 

monarchs and the details pertaining to who succeeded whom and how at a particular point of 

time.  

In more recent times, it is understood to engage with constitutional changes and the 

power politics behind them. However, it is not easy to define and describe the nature and 

subject of history in order to get a comprehensive idea of any particular period of time. It is 

necessary to take into account religions, inventions, warfare, expansion of trade and cultural 

and economical activities. Juliet Gardiner describes history as “an unending dialogue 

between the present and the past” (Gardner 1). 

Arthur Marwick shows three levels of history in his work: first, it can indicate the 

whole human past as it actually happened. Second, history suggests man’s attempt to 

describe and interpret the past. The latter comes nearer to the original Greek meaning 

“inquiry.” The third meaning indicates the systematic study of history as a scientific 

discipline (Marwick 15). Macaulay however treats history differently. He holds that history 

“falls alternately under the sole of an absolute dominion of both reason and imagination. It is 

sometimes fiction and sometimes theory” (Macaulay 72). 
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III 

Literary criticism can be both critical and supportive of a genre. The Indian English 

literary criticism played a significant role not only in shaping the genre, but also in giving a 

thrust and direction to the representation of India in the genre. Most noteworthy of them are 

Srinivasa Iyengar, C.D. Narasimhaiah, Meenakshi Mukherjee, M.K. Naik, among others. 

Mukherjee, who played an instrumental role in the appreciation of the genre, concludes her 

Twice Born Fiction: “Indian English fiction, which has served for so long as a file or 

document of sociology of anthropology or educational theory must now be regarded as 

literature and evaluated as such. That is the service it requires from critics, and this study is  

a modest essay in this direction” (Mukherjee 210).  

K.R. Srinivasa Iyengar contributed immensely to the criticism of the Indian English 

writing in contrast to other critics such as David Mc Cutchion, who were critical of the 

genre. Mc Cutchion for example is very harsh towards the Indian English novelists. His 

analysis of the Indian English fiction is that in the novels moods are invoked of sadness and 

fantasy. Murli Das Melwani is yet another critic who attacked the genre. He writes that an 

Indian English novelist is always in search of subjects and critics.  

According to him, none seems to have grappled yet with the new and exciting India 

of the fifties, sixties and seventies. M.K. Naik is a midway between the sympathizers and the 

bitter critics of the Indian English fiction. He says that the trends in recent fiction 

unmistakably indicate how the new novelists are trying to tread fresh paths and this is the 

surest sign of the continued vitality of an art though actual achievement is naturally 

determined by many factors including genius. 

Paul Verghese, a Marxist critic, praises the Indian English novels for opting 

‘Humanism’ and ‘hunger’ as their themes. Chalapati Rai is very caustic when he remarks 

that writing is close to life, but the Indian English novels have little to do with life. Uma 
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Parameswaran, who criticized Indian English fiction earlier in pessimistic tone in the 

seventies, now, appreciates Salman Rushdie for his novel Midnight’s Children. Saros 

Cowasjee, Kirpal, R.K. Dhawan, William Walsh, P.S. Sundaram, R.S. Singh, Balram Das 

Gupta, Harish Razda, E.J. Kalinnikova, R.S. Pathak, R.K. Singh, K.K. Sharma and others 

are supportive of the Indian English novels.  

In the context of celebration of Indian writing in English, many Indian writers have 

contributed immensely by portraying both the order of imaginative reality and the order of 

historical reality in their fictional writings.   Postcolonial  Indian writers exhibited the social 

issues  Particularly, V. S. Naipaul, Anita Desai, Kiran Desai, Bharati Mukherjee, Vikram 

Seth, Rohinton Mistry, Jhumpa Lahiri, Amitav Ghosh, Manju Kapur and Hari Kunzru 

Salman Rushdie, Amitav Ghosh, Arundhati Roy and Kiran Desai and Aravind Adiga have 

played instrumental role in making the genre of Indian fiction in English in the postcolonial 

canonical writing.       
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